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Who Am I

• 18 years as computer programmer

• Word Perfect Office Suite

• Netscape Navigator

• Google Earth

• Retired in early 2008

• Software had lost its challenge

• Spend more time with family
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Why Real Estate?

• First landlord (Fixer Jay meets Andy Griffith)

• carpet cleaning

• University housing (corporate landlord)

• scheduled maintenance

• Best landlord (millionaire investor meets helpful 
grandpa)

• He worked for us

• We worked for him
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Why am I Here Tonight?

• New to real estate but not to information processing

• Career spent organizing “data”

• Most strategies and tools still apply

• Tonight’s a “Teach a Man to Fish” night

• No reports on interest rates, foreclosures, etc.

• Rather skills and techniques to gather that info 
yourself
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Slides Available

• Lot of slides

• Don’t try to copy everything down

• http://www.norcalreia.com -- “Free Resources” link

• Adobe PDF format
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Google Disclaimer

• Many of my examples show Google software

• There are alternatives

• I try to point them out

• Keep what you’re happy with

• If you’re not happy, try Google :-)
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Counting Cards
The smart way to invest in real estate
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Counting Cards
Using information to

skew the odds in our favor
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Hit on 19?

You’re playing blackjack in Las Vegas.

You're dealt a king and a nine.

Do you hit?

Why not?
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Maybe now?

What if you knew that the draw 
card was a two?

Now do you hit?

Why or why not?
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Basic Card Counting

• Don’t know exact card

• Know probabilities of good vs bad

• Adjust decisions based on probabilities

• Can never remove all risk

• The more information you have, the more successful 
you’ll be
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Real Estate Information

• Wealth of information available.

• Some of it is useful; some a waste of time.

• Some information is free. Others cost money.

• Some is easy to find. Some takes a lot of work.

• How do we wade through all this information?

• Which cards do we count and which do we ignore?
ReInInSS
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Tonight’s presentation

• Discussing strategies for gather real estate information

• Cover both theory and specific practices

• No practice session (couldn’t make it work)

• No mini-market report (can’t serve two masters)
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• Don’t memorize all cards

• Running count tracks odds

• Not all cards are the same

• 2,3,4,5,6 = +1

• 7,8,9 = 0

• 10,J,Q,K,A = -1

• Lower count - increase bets

• Higher count - decrease bets

Blackjack
Cards
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Topics
• Home sales (prices, rates, trends, etc)

• Rental & vacancy rates

• Foreclosures & pre-foreclosure rates

• Unemployment

• Lending (rates, underwriting, etc)

• Migration

• Legislation

• New Construction

• Inflation

• Affordability Index

• etc.
Rememberin
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Sources
• Traditional

• Books & Magazines

• Industry web sites (e.g. C.A.R.)

• Web newspapers (CNN)

• Seminars

• Listings

• Data providers

• “Social”/Trusted

• REIA meetings

• Newsletters & Blogs

• Automated

• News aggregators

• Automated feeds (RSS)
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Sanity Checks
• Relevant Topic

• Timing/Age

• Scope

• Bias

• Conjecture

• Body matches title

• Match previous understanding

• Provides new information

• Sounds too good to be true

• Sanity check techniques
Rememberin
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Investigation

• Get more details

• Discover background information

• Resolve confusion

• Finding related sources

• Original, Corroborating, Conflicting

• Know when to dig deeper (and when 
not to)

• Investigation techniques

Rememberin
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Retention

• Information overload

• Filtering

• Organizing

• Absorbing

• Utilizing

• Retention techniques

Retentio
n

Integration
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Topics
Topics
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Topics

Business Model
Dictates Topics

• Flipping

• Important: home prices, home sales, lending, appraisals, etc. 

• Less important: rents, inflation, etc.

• Buy & Hold

• Important: home prices, rents, inflation, etc.

• Less important: home sales, appraisals, etc.

• Figure out your business plan

• Decide which topics you need to follow
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Topics
Stay Focused

• Information overload real possibility

• Breadth before depth

• Don’t get bogged down in topics you don’t need

• Don’t get bogged down in details you don’t need
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Sources

Sources
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Sources
Information Types

• Raw Data
• Lists

• Statistics

• Trends

• Rules (e.g. underwriting)

• Legislation

• Other Information
• Articles about data

• Opinions

• Predictions

• Business models

• etc.
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Sources
Information Genealogy

• Original content

• Aggregated content

• Combines multiple with few or no changes

• Digested content

• summarizes or explains other content

• Cut and Paste (“Look at me, I’m a reporter”)

Applies to both

information types
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Sources
Finding Good Sources

• What is a “Good” source?

• Consistently provides content you need

• Will differ from person to person

• How do you find them?

• Ask around (it can’t hurt)

• Try them out!

• Harvest sources from the ones you have
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Sources
Data Providers

• There are many (MLS, foreclosures.com, RealtyTrac, DataQuick, CoreLogic, RedX, SiteX, 
Krunching, etc)

• Prices and services vary greatly

• Some geared towards small investor

• Some geared towards institutions

• Might be a crucial part of your strategy

• Rarely a silver bullet
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Sources

Data Subscription 
Guidelines

• Don’t buy data until you have a plan to use it

• Business plan

• Technology plan

• Don’t let data provider dictate your business model

• Start with free trial or shortest subscription

• Evaluate the data (does it match the promises)
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Sources

Pay vs Free
Information

• Do I have to buy information? Isn’t the free information just as good?

• Don’t pay for early access

• Pay for content you can’t get elsewhere

• Evaluating subscription sites

• Site focus

• Occasional full article

• Back referencing

• You pay contractors and title companies

• Information is just as important to your business
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Sources
News Aggregators

• Many to choose from (Google News, Yahoo! News, etc)

• Gather news articles from a variety of sources

• Saves you time going to each website

• Allows searching
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• Computer algorithms do aggregation

• Great search

• Different from Web search

• Custom homepage with saved queries

• Groups related articles!

Google News
http://www.google.com/news

Sources
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Sources
Newsletters & Blogs

• Created by people you trust

• They do the research; give you the good stuff

• Find one you like and it keeps producing new articles

• Some good examples
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Bruce Norris Blog

• Aggregated Content

• Daily

• Source, link & date

• Summary snippet

• No commentary just the links

• Quick to scan

• Not all blogs are as useful!

http://thenorrisgroup.blogspot.com

Sources
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Team Newington 
Newsletter

• Original Content

• Delivered to my email inbox

• Includes article snippets

• Provides links to full blog entries

Sources
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Team Newington Blog

• Digested Content

• Short meaningful articles

• Provide links to original articles

• Added value for their readers

• Summarize source article

• Explain ramifications

• Give instructions

Sources

http://sacramentomortgageupdate.com
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Sources
Fellow Investors

• Fellow investors have wealth of knowledge

• REIAs great places to share information

• Facts often needs to be verified

• Can be source for data and sources
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Sources
RSS Feeds

• Not really a source, a delivery method

• Data comes looking for you

• Use “Reader” software to access subscriptions

• all subscriptions in one place
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Google Reader

• Acts similar to email (read vs unread)

• Gathers all subscriptions on one screen

• Advanced Features (tagging, notes, etc.)

• I only use to read

• I use other tools for notes, organizing

http://www.google.com/reader

Sources
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Subscribing to Feeds

• Available for many “streams” of data

• Look for the RSS logo

• Click the logo

• Follow instructions to subscribe

Sources
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Subscribing to Feeds

• No standard instructions page

• Normally just pick reader software

• Sometimes provide contact info

• After subscribing, should appear in 
reader

Sources
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Sanity Checks

Sanity Checks
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Sanity Checks

Why Sanity Check?

• Like Emergency Room triage

• Filter important from less important

• Eliminate duplicates

• Save us time for doing other work
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Sanity Checks

Results of Sanity Checks

• Don’t care about this article

• Interesting... get a little more information

• Important... get a lot more information

90% 2-30 sec

8% 1-2 min

2% 5 min
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First-Time Home Buyers May 
Get a Legislative Boost

A congresswoman and the White House are separately pursuing innovative 
potential solutions to two of the biggest impediments that stand in the way of 
most first-time home buyers: lack of cash for down payments and closing 
costs, and sub-par credit scores that virtually guarantee unaffordably high 
interest rates and mortgage fees.

Here is a quick update on two of the most intriguing ideas under 
consideration: On Capitol Hill, Sen. Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.) is drafting 
legislation that would perform financial alchemy by converting federal income 
tax credits into cash for down payments and closing fees -- spendable either 
by first-time home buyers or by their mortgage lenders.

Read the full article...

March 1, 2003
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Sanity Checks

Timing / Age

• When was the article written?

• Old articles aggregated with new ones

• Old article rehashed as if new

• Website articles often include date

• When was the underlying data released?

• Occasionally someone will write a new article about old data

• Does data apply to “now”

• Article predicting future
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Sanity Checks

Scope

• Geographic scope

• Texas incentives for landlords

• Economic scope

• Plan to help non-upside-down homeowners

• Federal vs State vs Sacramento
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Sanity Checks

Author Bias

• Author wants you to believe something

• Limit facts to those supporting position

• Often financially motivated

• Also applies to data

• Almost inevitable

• Most authors taint with own beliefs
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Bias Example

• Written by Appraisal Institute

• “You should use our appraisers”

• “Freddie Mac now says you can”

• Information isn’t wrong, just limited

• Freddie Mac bulletin also says

• Don’t have to mix REO with non-
REO for market analysis

• Lenders shouldn’t influence 
appraiser’s market analysis

Sanity Checks

http://www.examiner.com
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• Be very careful with you own bias

• Gathering information to form opinion

• Don’t left that new opinion taint your view

• Source tainting

• C.A.R. - “Now is the best time to buy”

• Content tainting

• “The market won’t recover until middle 2010”

Sanity Checks

Your Bias
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Sanity Checks

Conjecture

• Conjecture not necessarily bad

• If you know it’s conjecture

• It the conjecture supported by facts?

• Do you trust the source?

• Sometimes I look for opinions and conjecture

• How will this information affect the market?

• Helps me form my own opinion
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Sanity Checks

Matches Previous

• Does this match what I’ve already learned?

• Most information is not new

• Completely new (relevant) subject

• Legislation

• Data reports

• Refinement of old subject

• Data “trickles in”

• Each article emphasizes different aspect
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Sanity Checks

Too Good to Be True

• Might be a waste of time

• Might be very important

• Almost always trigger need for more investigation

• Bootcamp example: IRS home buyer credit

• When would you have to pay it back?

• Prominent news source got it wrong

• Several investors believed it.
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IRS Form 5405
Topics

http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f5405.pdf
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Sanity Checks

Techniques

• Use web browser “tabs”

• Quick scan

• Read it once

• Add notes if you want more info

• Don’t mix sanity check with investigation
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Sanity Checks

Web Browser Tabs

• Useful for grouped articles from aggregator

• Open each in it’s own tab

• Quickly flip back and forth 

• Remove duplicates

• Pick most complete
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Sanity Checks

Web Browser Tabs
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Sanity Checks

Quick Scan

• Goal: eliminate unwanted articles in just a few seconds

• My checks (in order)

• Filter using topic and scope from title
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Sanity Checks

Quick Scan

• Goal: eliminate unwanted articles in just a few seconds

• My checks (in order)

• Filter using topic and scope from title
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Sanity Checks

Quick Scan

• Goal: eliminate unwanted articles in just a few seconds

• My checks (in order)

• Filter using topic and scope from title

• Check date and source

• Scan article for scope indicators
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Sanity Checks

Read it Once

• Borrowed from the “Touch it Once” organization system

• Read the article completely in one sitting

• Usually just a couple of minutes

• Unless it’s a teaser, don’t follow any links

• Make a decision about the article
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Sanity Checks

Add Notes

• Have a single, quick system for taking notes

• Notes no good if you can’t find them

• Include links - Never have to “rediscover”

• Don’t organize them yet.  All sanity check notes in one place
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Sanity Checks

Notes To Help You 
Remember

• Use only for new subjects

• Restate main points in own words

• Comment on how it fits with other pieces
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Sanity Checks

Notes to Direct Later 
Investigation

• Often in the form of questions

• “How will this affect my business?”

• “Really? How can that be?”

• “What does
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Sanity Checks

Google Bookmarks

• Similar to browser bookmarking

• Easy to add a new one

• Easy to follow back to original page

• Some big advantages

• Get to them from any computer

• Add notes/comments

• Searchable
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Adding Bookmark

• Open any webpage

• Click “New Google Bookmark”

• A native browser bookmark

• Name and Location filled for you

• Add notes

• Click “Add Bookmark”

Sanity Checks
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Viewing Bookmarks

• Lists by date added (can change)

• Search box

• View own comments

• Add tags (for advanced organization)

Sanity Checks

http://www.google.com/bookmarks
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Sanity Checks

Don’t Investigate while 
Checking

• Faster to scan if you’re only scanning

• Lose you place after chasing links

• Next article might have the answer

• Still ask questions in first article’s notes
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Investigation

Investigation
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Investigation

Investigation Goals

• Get more details

• Discover background information

• Get both sides of the story

• Resolve confusion
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Investigation
Backtracking

• Direct reference in body of article

• Blogs sometimes have

• “Referenced By” links

• “Source Articles” links

• Straight to the known authority

• IRS homebuyer credit example
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Investigation
News Aggregators

• Let computers do work of grouping related articles

• Hit and miss effectiveness

• Grouping works much better with recent articles

• Great way to find related articles from opposing sources
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Differing Views

• Real Estate Industry

• Appraisal Institute

• Consumer Protection

• Political

• General Interest

http://www.google.com/news

Investigation
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Investigation
Search Engines

• Web and News search are different

• Web search

• “Permanent” documents (forms, press releases, reports, etc.)

• Slower to appear in search results

• News search

• “Time Sensitive” articles

• Announcements about permanent things

• Faster to appear in search results. Quicker to leave too.

• Try both if needed
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Investigation
Google Advanced Search

• Exclude: -freddie

• exclude results you don’t want

• Domain: site:irs.gov

• limit search to a specific website (and sub pages)

• Good for when sites search doesn’t work well

• Quotes:   “relief act”

• Use sparingly

• Can help with high interest words
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Investigation
Wait For New Articles

• It’s rare to have only one article on a news event

• Different authors will emphasize different points

• Some will give you better links than others

• I save my investigations for end of week 
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Investigation

Documenting 
Investigation

• Keep notes on all new sources

• Things learned

• Questions remaining

• As you backtrack add bookmarks before going deeper

• Use tags to start organizing 
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Retention

Retention
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Retention
Control the Flow

• Fight information overload

• Overload with new info and you’ll forget the old

• Pre-filter the data and get it coming to you

• News aggregators

• RSS feeds and readers

• Use effective tools

• Google bookmarks (or equivalent)
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Retention
Association

• The human brain remembers via association

• Can’t remember something totally foreign

• Mentally relate new material to something familiar

• How does rising inflation affect my business

• Increased rehab costs

• Potential decrease in profits

• Over time you’ll become familiar with new stuff
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Retention
Summarize

• Record the findings of your investigation

• Writing summaries significantly improves memory retention

• Start your own blog (even if you don’t plan on publishing it)

• Blogger, Blogspot, etc.

• Great place to record investigation results

• Get to it from anywhere

• Searchable

• Don’t forget to include links to sources. :-)
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Retention
Use It or Lose It

• Use new information to adjust your business plan

• Document the new plan

• Periodically re-read your own blog

• Share with others

• Explaining new material one of best ways to learn it
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Conclusion
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Conclusion
• Professional gamblers count cards to increase their odds

• Professional real estate investors have their own cards 
that tell about changes in the economy and real estate 
market.

• Government and economic forces are exerting pressure 
on the Sacramento real estate market.

• Understanding those forces can help you stay out of the 
pinch spots.
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Slides Available

• http://www.norcalreia.com -- “Free Resources” link

• Adobe PDF format
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